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Restoration Home Dec 23 2021 "BBC Two's "Restoration Home" goes on an extraordinary journey of discovery with six new
owners of crumbling listed buildings, as they restore them into beautiful 21st Century homes, and uncover, layer by layer, a
rich and detailed history of the house and its former occupants. These stories are fascinating, but what lies behind your own
front door? What secrets are held in your own four walls? This official companion to the TV series provides all the
information you need to take your own home back in time, to discover who built it, how it was used, and even how it looked.
It includes: how to use maps to track the changing landscape of your area; how to identify the style of your home and when it
was built; and, detailed information on key resources, including maps, censuses, deeds and Post Office directories, and a
photographic checklist of architectural features"--Publisher description.
The History of Great Britain, from the Restoration, to the Accession of the House of Hannover May 04 2020
The Restoration May 16 2021 Title on spine: The Restoration, 1660-1688.
The History Of Great Britain, From The Restoration, To The Accession Of The House Of Hannover Jul 26 2019
The Time Traveller's Guide to Medieval England Jun 04 2020 Discover an original, entertaining and illuminating guide to a
completely different world: England in the Middle Ages. Imagine you could travel back to the fourteenth century. What would
you see, and hear, and smell? Where would you stay? What are you going to eat? And how are you going to test to see if you
are going down with the plague? In The Time Traveller's Guide Ian Mortimer's radical new approach turns our entire
understanding of history upside down. History is not just something to be studied; it is also something to be lived, whether
that's the life of a peasant or a lord. The result is perhaps the most astonishing history book you are ever likely to read; as
revolutionary as it is informative, as entertaining as it is startling. 'Ian Mortimer is the most remarkable medieval historian of
our time' The Times 'After The Canterbury Tales this has to be the most entertaining book ever written about the middle
ages' Guardian
The Miraculous Conformist Jan 30 2020 Tells the compelling story of Irish healer Valentine Greatrakes and outlines his
place in the history of seventeenth-century Britain. Reveals a fascinating account of his engagement with important events of
the period, including the Irish Rebellion of 1641, the English civil wars, the Cromwellian Conquest of Ireland, and the
Restoration of 1660.
Furniture Repair & Restoration Sep 07 2020 Presents a guide to repairing antique wooden furniture, and information on the
tools, supplies, and equipment needed for each situation.
The Restoration and the England of Charles II Sep 19 2021 This key Seminar Study was first published as Restoration
England: The Reign of Charles II in 1985. Unavailable for several years, the book has now been heavily revised, and
expanded, to take account of over ten years of new scholarship. In particular, the Second Edition reflects new work done on

political parties, the constitution, taxation, the church, and the legacy of the civil wars. As ever primary documents illustrate
points raised in the text and an extensive bibliography directs readers to further reading. New for this edition is a chronology
of the main events in Charles II's reign which, given the thematic treatment of the reign, readers are likely to find particularly
useful. When Charles II was restored to the throne in 1660 the event was widely greeted as a return to normal after the
upheavals of civil war. In this short study Professor John Miller explores how far this was true and how far the civil wars had,
in fact, weakened (or strengthened) the monarchy. The book divides neatly into two: in the first part the 'Restoration
Settlement' of 1660-4 is examined in detail; and, in the second, the salient features of government, politics and religion under
Charles II are considered, seeking to show how well the restored regime worked in practice. Throughout, complex issues of
change over time are explained as clearly and concisely as possible and the Restoration is placed in the wider context of the
development of England in the seventeenth century.
Restoration Mar 26 2022 The late seventeenth century was a period of extraordinary turbulence and political violence in
Britain, the like of which has never been seen since. Beginning with the Restoration of the monarchy after the Civil War, this
book traces the fate of the monarchy from Charles II's triumphant accession in 1660 to the growing discontent of the 1680s.
Harris looks beyond the popular image of Restoration England revelling in its freedom from the austerity of Puritan rule
under a merry monarch and reconstructs the human tragedy of Restoration politics where people were brutalised, hounded
and exploited by a regime that was desperately insecure after two decade of civil war and republican rule.
The Time Traveller's Guide to Regency Britain Apr 26 2022 'Excellent... Mortimer's erudition is formidable' The Times A
time of exuberance, thrills, frills and unchecked bad behaviour...Ian Mortimer turns to what is arguably the most-loved period
in British history - the Regency, or Georgian England. This is the age of Jane Austen and the Romantic poets; the paintings of
John Constable and the gardens of Humphry Repton; Britain's military triumphs at Trafalgar and Waterloo. It was perhaps
the last age of true freedom before the arrival of the stifling world of Victorian morality. And like all periods in history, it was
an age of many contradictions - where Beethoven's thundering Fifth Symphony could premier in the same year that saw Jane
Austen craft the delicate sensitivities of Persuasion. This is history at its most exciting, physical, visceral - the past not as
something to be studied but as lived experience. This is Ian Mortimer at the height of his time-travelling prowess. 'Ian
Mortimer has made this kind of imaginative time travel his speciality' Daily Mail
The Time Traveller's Guide to Restoration Britain Nov 02 2022 The past is a foreign country: this is your guidebook. If you
could travel back in time, the period from 1660 to 1700 would make one of the most exciting destinations in history. It is the
age of Samuel Pepys and the Great Fire of London; bawdy comedy and the libertine court of Charles II ̶ the civil wars are
over and a magnificent new era has begun. But what would it really be like to live in Restoration Britain? Where would you
stay and what would you eat? How much should you pay for one of those elaborate wigs? Should you trust a physician who
advises you to drink fresh cow s urine to cure your gout? Why are boys made to smoke in school? And why are you
unlikely to get a fair trial in court? The third volume in the series of Ian Mortimer s bestselling Time Traveller s Guides
answers these crucial questions and encourages us to reflect on the customs and practices of daily life. This unique guide not
only teaches us about the seventeenth century but makes us look with fresh eyes at the modern world.
Hurricane R4118 Mar 14 2021 A fascinating account of the only airworthy Hawker Hurricane, now regarded as the most
historic British aircraft to survive in flying condition from WW2 (FLYER). In 1982 when he was traveling in India, Peter
Vacher stumbled on the remains of a British plane̶a Hurricane Mark I, a veteran of the Battle of Britain. It was in a dreadful
state. Could he restore it? Would it fly again? Not until 14 years later did he decide to act and after six years of wrangling he
got the icon home. Then the truly difficult process of restoration began̶a worldwide search for parts, careful
reconstruction, flight testing̶-until in 2005 it flew again to the delight of thousands of enthusiasts. Along the way Peter
reunited three auspicious veterans̶Peter Thompson, Bunny Currant, and Bob Foster̶with R4118, men who had flown her
during the war. To this day, the aircraft s grace and splendor in flight is enjoyed by crowds across the UK. The amazing
story of how this only surviving Hurricane from the Battle of Britain was discovered and lovingly restored. ̶The Mail on
Sunday
Reformation to Restoration Sep 27 2019 Death by drowning or being burned at the stake. In the days of the Reformation,
many Christians suffered this horrible fate. What was their crime? Simply being baptised, immersed into Christ as believing
adults. Why did they endure death? They preferred death to compromising their faith. Today we are beneficiaries of the
stand they took and the spiritual heritage they passed on. Thank God that after 150 years of these killing times a more
enlightened age came in. This was the age of religious discussion and discovery as men sought the truth in religion. It was
not easy to go against over 1500 years of human tradition. Where was truth to be found? In that which existed from the days
of the apostles, the Word of God. Their spiritual quest also blesses our lives if we are but willing to listen. A further 100 years
would elapse before Restoration principles produced fruit. Again, we are blessed with the fruit of their labours. However,
every generation has to decide what to believe and why. That challenge remains and it is a challenge that confronts each one
of us: What are we going do about it?
The Time Traveler's Guide to Regency Britain Jan 24 2022 A vivid and immersive history of Georgian England that gives its
reader a firsthand experience of life as it was truly lived during the era of Jane Austen, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and the Duke of
Wellington. This is the age of Jane Austen and the Romantic poets; the paintings of John Constable and the gardens of
Humphry Repton; the sartorial elegance of Beau Brummell and the poetic license of Lord Byron; Britain's military triumphs at
Trafalgar and Waterloo; the threat of revolution and the Peterloo massacre. In the latest volume of his celebrated series of
Time Traveler's Guides, Ian Mortimer turns to what is arguably the most-loved period in British history: the Regency, or
Georgian England. A time of exuberance, thrills, frills and unchecked bad behavior, it was perhaps the last age of true

freedom before the arrival of the stifling world of Victorian morality. At the same time, it was a period of transition that
reflected unprecedented social, economic, and political change. And like all periods in history, it was an age of many
contradictions̶where Beethoven's thundering Fifth Symphony could premier in the same year that saw Jane Austen craft
the delicate sensitivities of Persuasion. Once more, Ian Mortimer takes us on a thrilling journey to the past, revealing what
people ate, drank, and wore; where they shopped and how they amused themselves; what they believed in, and what they
feared. Conveying the sights, sounds, and smells of the Regency period, this is history at its most exciting, physical,
visceral̶the past not as something to be studied but as lived experience.
The Stuart Restoration and the English in Ireland Aug 19 2021 Crossing boundaries of political, intellectual and cultural
history, this study highlights the complexity of political culture in Restoration Ireland.
Castles In The Air Dec 11 2020 Castles in the Air is a beautifully written, autobiographical story of rescuing an ancient
mansion. Gwydir Castle was inhabited by ravers and rats until Judy Corbett and her husband Peter Welford found and
acquired this 500-year-old house mouldering in the foothills of Snowdonia. Despite the toads, strange smells and squatters,
they decided to mortgage themselves to the hilt to bring the castle back to life. This is an evocatively written and genuinely
moving book and is infused with an extraordinary sense of place. The couple's adventures in a gothic wonderland lead them
through plots both supernatural and historical. In a museum storeroom in a Bronx warehouse they find a missing room, in
the castle's Solar Tower the ghost of a young woman appears and from the far edges of the woods a silent man called Sven
emerges to befriend the couple and their beloved castle. For everyone who has ever wanted to live in a glorious house or
escape from the mundanity of life - Castles in the Air is pure magic.
The Meiji Restoration Jun 24 2019 This volume examines the Meiji Restoration through a global history lens to re-interpret
the formation of a globally-cast, Japanese nation-state.
The History Of Great Britain, From The Restoration, To The Accession Of The House Of Hannover Apr 02 2020
London Crowds in the Reign of Charles II Nov 21 2021 Annotation A study of the political activities, attitudes and motives
of ordinary London people in an era of public confusion and anxiety. The author analyzes both the tumulus in the streets of
Charles II's capital and the war of words between loyal and factious Londoners that filled the air.
Restoration Feb 22 2022 The Booker shortlisted novel that restored the historical novel to its rightful place of honor
(New York Times). Robert Merivel, son of a glove maker and an aspiring physician, finds his fortunes transformed when he is
given a position at the court of King Charles II. Merivel slips easily into a life of luxury and idleness, enthusiastically enjoying
the women and wine of the vibrant Restoration age. But when he s called on to serve the king in an unusual role, he
transgresses the one law that he is forbidden to break and is brutally cast out from his newfound paradise. Thus begins
Merivel s journey to self-knowledge, which will take him down into the lowest depths of seventeenth-century society.
All The King's Men Oct 28 2019 Saul David's All The King's Men is a thrilling history of the British Redcoat from the English
Civil War to Waterloo. Between 1660 and 1815 British supremacy on foreign soil was near total. Central to this success was
the humble redcoat soldier who showed heroism in battle and stoicism in peace, despite appalling treatment. This is their
story: of brutal discipline and inedible food, of loyalty and low pay, of barracks and battlefield - of victory, defeat, life and
death. Praise for All The King's Men: 'An extraordinary story, packed with drama, incident and great characters...All The
King's Men is all you could hope for...Quite an achievement', Patrick Bishop, Country Life 'A heady mixture of heroism,
incompetence, devilish tactics and plain good luck', Sunday Times 'Filled with swashbuckling derring-do, the reek of blood
and gunpowder, combined with shrewd analysis of power, war and psychology', Simon Sebag Montefiore Saul David is
Professor of War Studies at the University of Buckingham and the author of several critically acclaimed books, including The
Indian Mutiny: 1857, Zulu and, most recently, Victoria's Wars: The Rise of Empire. He recently presented 'Bullets, Boots and
Bandages' for BBC 4 and is a regular contributor to Radio 4.
The King's City: A History of London During The Restoration: The City that Transformed a Nation Feb 10 2021 A tantalizing
and thrilling history of London at the time of King Charles II, from the acclaimed co-author of The King's Revenge and The
King's Bed. During the reign of Charles II, London was a city in flux. After years of civil war and political turmoil, England's
capital became the center for major advances in the sciences, the theatre, architecture, trade and ship-building that paved the
way for the creation of the British Empire. At the heart of this activity was the King, whose return to power from exile in
1660 lit the fuse for an explosion in activity in all spheres of city life. London flourished, its wealth, vibrancy and success due
to many figures famous today including Christopher Wren, Samuel Pepys, and John Dryden ̶ and others whom history has
overlooked until now. Throughout the quarter-century Charles was on the throne, London suffered several serious reverses:
the plague in 1665 and the Great Fire in 1666, and severe defeat in the Second Anglo-Dutch War, which brought about
notable economic decline. But thanks to the genius and resilience of the people of London, and the occasionally wavering
stewardship of the King, the city rose from the ashes to become the economic capital of Europe. The King's City tells the
gripping story of a city that defined a nation and birthed modern Britain ̶ and how the vision of great individuals helped to
build the richly diverse place we know today.
Whence Came They? Jul 18 2021
Restoration and Revolution in Britain Jul 30 2022 Charles II was restored to the rule of England, Scotland and Ireland in
1660, less than twelve years after the execution of his father, Charles I, and the ensuing republican experiment in
government. Popular at first, the Restoration nevertheless failed to provide lasting settlement in any of the British kingdoms.
Restoration and Revolution in Britain examines the political history of these kingdoms, from the Interregnum through
Britain's eighteenth-century rise to power. Written especially for students approaching the Restoration for the first time, this
essential introduction: - Assesses the reasons for the failure of settlement in the reigns of Charles and of his brother, James II

- Integrates the histories of Charles's different realms - Examines the many connections between politics and Protestant
religious disagreements - Provides helpful historical context for understanding a range of contemporary authors such as
Bunyan, Locke and Milton - Concludes with an examination of the Glorious Revolution of 1688-89 and explains why
settlement was finally achieved through revolution rather than through restoration
The Time Traveller's Guide to Restoration Britain Aug 31 2022 The past is a foreign country: this is your guidebook. If you
could travel back in time, the period from 1660 to 1700 would make one of the most exciting destinations in history. It is the
age of Samuel Pepys and the Great Fire of London; bawdy comedy and the libertine court of Charles II; Christopher Wren in
architecture, Henry Purcell in music and Isaac Newton in science - the civil wars are over and a magnificent new era has
begun. But what would it really be like to live in Restoration Britain? Where would you stay and what would you eat? What
would you wear and where would you do your shopping? The third volume in the series of Ian Mortimer's bestselling Time
Traveller's Guides answers the crucial questions that a prospective traveller to seventeenth-century Britain would ask. How
much should you pay for one of those elaborate wigs? Should you trust a physician who advises you to drink fresh cow's
urine to cure your gout? Why are boys made to smoke in school? And why are you unlikely to get a fair trial in court?
People's lives are changing rapidly - from a world of superstition and religious explanation to rationalism and scientific
calculation. In many respects the period sees the tipping point between the old world and the new as fear and uncertainty,
hardship and eating with your fingers give way to curiosity and professionalism, fine wines and knives and forks. Travelling
to Restoration Britain encourages us to reflect on the customs and practices of daily life - and this unique guide not only
teaches us about the seventeenth century but makes us look with fresh eyes at the modern world.
Restoration England Nov 29 2019 Dr Bliss s pamphlet discusses in detail the Restoration settlement as both an expedient
solution to the problems facing Charles II and the political nation in 1660 and as a basis for a long term solution to the
problems of relations between crown and parliament, public, finance and religion. These are the principle recurring themes
of this, but explicit attention is also given to foreign policy, to relations between central and local government, and to the
structure of central government itself. The book combines a broadly narrative approach with concentration on certain
problems, e.g. finance, which the author has identified as particularly significant.
The Great Restoration Aug 07 2020 Pearse charts the rise and progress of continental Anabaptism - both evangelical and
heretical - through the sixteenth century. He then follows the story of those English people who became impatient with
Puritanism and separated - first from the Church of England and then from one another - to form the antecedents of later
Congregationalists, Baptists and Quakers. Through their descendants in Europe and America, both movements have been
decisive in shaping the modern West including today's secular society.
Restoration May 28 2022 In an England inhabited by Pepys, Evelyn, Dryden, Hobbes and the young Isaac Newton, Charles II
is king, and the nation is beginning to relax a little after the tough, joyless years of Cromwell's Protectorate. In
RESTORATION, Alex Larman paints a fascinating portrait of a country in the throes of social, political and cultural change
following the convulsions of the Interregnum. Exploring every level of English society, from innkeepers and upholsterers to
lawyers and courtiers, and examining themes as diverse as marriage, sexuality and religion, he creates a pointilliste and multifaceted portrait of Restoration England. By looking at the year 1666 through the eyes of the people of the time, by revealing
what they ate and drank, how they loved, lived and died and how they interacted, Alex Larman brings alive the England of
300 years ago as you have never seen it before: exciting, tangible, and fully comprehensible.
Culture and Society in the Stuart Restoration Oct 09 2020 Literary and cultural changes reflecting new commercial and
imperial interests of Restoration Britain.
Restoration House Oct 21 2021 You don't have to live in your dream house to make your living spaces feel more like home.
Home is meant to be a place to belong. A place to gather and connect. A place of beauty. A place to restore your soul. In
Restoration House, author and designer Kennesha Buycks will encourage you to embrace your home and your story so you
can create mindful spaces that give life to you, your loved ones, and all who enter. Tips from Restoration House have been
featured in Better Homes and Garden, Apartment Therapy, Design Sponge, and The Washington Post. Kennesha will teach
you how to: Make the best out of your living space, whether you're renting or a homeowner Create a home your visitors will
feel comfortable in Decorate your home on a budget Make purposeful design decisions that are beautiful and functional
Restoration House is ideal for: Christian women of all ages who want to make their houses feel more like home
Housewarming gifts, Mother's Day, birthdays, and holiday gifting
Restoration Jan 12 2021 A tremendous talent. ̶Boston Globe Restoration is an elegantly constructed work of fiction,
seamlessly moving between the past and the present. ̶Ron Rash, bestselling author of Serena Acclaimed novelist Olaf
Olafsson brings us Restoration, a sweeping story of love tested by human frailty and the terrors and tragedies of war.
Departing from the landscapes of his native Iceland̶so beautifully evoked in Absolution, The Journey Home, and other
previous works̶Olafson sets Restoration in the gorgeous Italian hills of Tuscany during the World War Two years of the
early 1940s. He captivates readers with a deeply emotional story in the vein of The English Patient by Michael Ondaajte, Ian
McEwan s Atonement, and other contemporary literary classics, spinning a tale of passion, art, war, and betrayal centered
around a pair of love triangles and a forged Caravaggio.
Restoration and Revolution in Britain Dec 31 2019 Charles II was restored to the rule of England, Scotland and Ireland in
1660, less than twelve years after the execution of his father, Charles I, and the ensuing republican experiment in
government. Popular at first, the Restoration nevertheless failed to provide lasting settlement in any of the British kingdoms.
Restoration and Revolution in Britain examines the political history of these kingdoms, from the Interregnum through
Britain's eighteenth-century rise to power. Written especially for students approaching the Restoration for the first time, this

essential introduction: - assesses the reasons for the failure of settlement in the reigns of Charles and of his brother, James II
- integrates the histories of Charles's different realms - examines the many connections between politics and Protestant
religious disagreements - provides helpful historical context for understanding a range of contemporary authors such as
Bunyan, Locke and Milton - concludes with an examination of the Glorious Revolution of 1688-89 and explains why
settlement was finally achieved through revolution rather than through restoration.
The Time Traveller's Guide to Medieval England Mar 02 2020 Discover an original, entertaining and illuminating guide to a
completely different world: England in the Middle Ages. Imagine you could travel back to the fourteenth century. What would
you see, and hear, and smell? Where would you stay? What are you going to eat? And how are you going to test to see if you
are going down with the plague? In The Time Traveller's Guide Ian Mortimer's radical new approach turns our entire
understanding of history upside down. History is not just something to be studied; it is also something to be lived, whether
that's the life of a peasant or a lord. The result is perhaps the most astonishing history book you are ever likely to read; as
revolutionary as it is informative, as entertaining as it is startling. 'Ian Mortimer is the most remarkable medieval historian of
our time' The Times 'After The Canterbury Tales this has to be the most entertaining book ever written about the middle
ages' Guardian
The Time Traveller's Guide to Regency Britain Jun 28 2022 'Excellent... Mortimer's erudition is formidable' The Times A
time of exuberance, thrills, frills and unchecked bad behaviour...Ian Mortimer turns to what is arguably the most-loved period
in British history - the Regency, or Georgian England. This is the age of Jane Austen and the Romantic poets; the paintings of
John Constable and the gardens of Humphry Repton; Britain's military triumphs at Trafalgar and Waterloo. It was perhaps
the last age of true freedom before the arrival of the stifling world of Victorian morality. And like all periods in history, it was
an age of many contradictions - where Beethoven's thundering Fifth Symphony could premier in the same year that saw Jane
Austen craft the delicate sensitivities of Persuasion. This is history at its most exciting, physical, visceral - the past not as
something to be studied but as lived experience. This is Ian Mortimer at the height of his time-travelling prowess. 'Ian
Mortimer has made this kind of imaginative time travel his speciality' Daily Mail
DH9: From Ruin to Restoration Nov 09 2020 How two British World War I-era planes came to be found many decades later
in India and returned to their former glory. In 2000, upon hearing rumors of aircraft parts being found in a maharaja s
palace in India, Guy Black took a trip that would lead to the most unexpected discovery of his life. Hidden away in a former
elephant stable of the maharaja s palace in Bikaner, Rajasthan, were the hulks of at least two DH9 bombers. This was no
example of this WWI aircraft in existance in Britain. Recognizing their importance to the UK s aviation heritage, and excited
by the challenge of restoration, Guy set about negotiating their purchase and returning them back to England. In DH9: From
Ruin to Restoration, Guy Black details the intriguing history of how these two rare aircraft (D-5649 and E-8894) came to be
in India under the Imperial Gift Scheme. He also reveals the extraordinary efforts in recovering these two planes and the
extensive restoration project undertaken to bring them to their former glory. With D-5649 restored as a static and proudly
on display at IWM Duxford, he then set about getting E-8894 back to airworthy status. The book then moves on to the highly
anticipated flight of E-8894 and the years of frustration that followed until its maiden flight with Dodge Bailey at the
controls on May 13, 2019̶making it the only WWI bomber flying anywhere in the world. Told in meticulous detail, this
fully illustrated book includes a foreword by Andy Saunders and is a must-have of all WWI and aircraft enthusiasts.
The Time Traveler's Guide to Elizabethan England Jun 16 2021 The author of The Time Traveler s Guide to Medieval
England takes you through the world of Shakespeare and Queen Elizabeth I From the author of The Time Traveler s Guide
to Medieval England, this popular history explores daily life in Queen Elizabeth s England, taking us inside the homes and
minds of ordinary citizens as well as luminaries of the period, including Shakespeare, Christopher Marlowe, Sir Walter
Raleigh, and Sir Francis Drake. Organized as a travel guide for the time-hopping tourist, Mortimer relates in delightful (and
occasionally disturbing) detail everything from the sounds and smells of sixteenth-century England to the complex and
contradictory Elizabethan attitudes toward violence, class, sex, and religion. Original enough to interest those with previous
knowledge of Elizabethan England and accessible enough to entertain those without, The Time Traveler s Guide is a book
for Elizabethan enthusiasts and history buffs alike.
When London Burned Aug 26 2019
The Time Traveler's Guide to Restoration Britain: A Handbook for Visitors to the Seventeenth Century: 1660-1699 Oct 01
2022 The past is another country ‒ this is your guidebook, from nationally bestselling author of The Time Traveler's Guide
to Medieval England. Imagine you could see the smiles of the people mentioned in Samuel Pepys s diary, hear the shouts of
market traders, and touch their wares. How would you find your way around? Where would you stay? What would you
wear? Where might you be suspected of witchcraft? Where would you be welcome? This is an up-close-and-personal look at
Britain between the Restoration of King Charles II in 1660 and the end of the century. The last witch is sentenced to death
just two years before Isaac Newton s Principia Mathematica, the bedrock of modern science, is published. Religion still has
a severe grip on society and yet some̶including the king̶flout every moral convention they can find. There are great fires
in London and Edinburgh; the plague disappears; a global trading empire develops. Over these four dynamic decades, the last
vestiges of medievalism are swept away and replaced by a tremendous cultural flowering. Why are half the people you meet
under the age of twenty-one? What is considered rude? And why is dueling so popular? Mortimer delves into the nuances of
daily life to paint a vibrant and detailed picture of society at the dawn of the modern world as only he can.
The Broadview Anthology of British Literature: Volume 3: The Restoration and the Eighteenth Century - Second Edition Apr
14 2021 In all six of its volumes The Broadview Anthology of British Literature presents British literature in a truly
distinctive light. Fully grounded in sound literary and historical scholarship, the anthology takes a fresh approach to many

canonical authors, and includes a wide selection of work by lesser-known writers. The anthology also provides wide-ranging
coverage of the worldwide connections of British literature, and it pays attention throughout to issues of race, gender, class,
and sexual orientation. It includes comprehensive introductions to each period, providing in each case an overview of the
historical and cultural as well as the literary background. It features accessible and engaging headnotes for all authors,
extensive explanatory annotations, and an unparalleled number of illustrations and contextual materials. Innovative,
authoritative and comprehensive, The Broadview Anthology of British Literature has established itself as a leader in the field.
The full anthology comprises six bound volumes, together with an extensive website component; the latter has been edited,
annotated, and designed according to the same high standards as the bound book component of the anthology, and is
accessible by using the passcode obtained with the purchase of one or more of the bound volumes. For the second edition of
this volume a considerable number of changes have been made. Henry Fielding s Tragedy of Tragedies has been added, as
has a new section of material from eighteenth-century periodicals. A new Contexts section entitled Transatlantic
Currents includes writings by such figures as Paine, Franklin, and Price, as well as material on the slave trade. The Contexts
sections on Town and Country and on Mind and God, Faith and Science have also been expanded; a variety of
writings on the Royal Society and other scientific matters have been added to the latter. Additional chapters from Equiano s
Interesting Narrative have been added, and there are new selections by Samuel Johnson (including his Letter to Lord
Chesterfield and facsimile pages from the Dictionary). Book 3 from Gulliver s Travels has been added; that work now
appears in its entirety. There are also additional selections by Pope, Pepys, and Astell. The Castle of Otranto and The Witlings
have been moved from the bound book to the website component of the anthology. (Both are available as volumes in the
Broadview Editions series, and may be added at a very modest additional cost in a shrink-wrapped combination package.)
Restoration Jul 06 2020 The late seventeenth century was a period of extraordinary turbulence and political violence in
Britain, the like of which has never been seen since. Beginning with the Restoration of the monarchy after the Civil War, this
book traces the fate of the monarchy from Charles II's triumphant accession in 1660 to the growing discontent of the 1680s.
Harris looks beyond the popular image of Restoration England revelling in its freedom from the austerity of Puritan rule
under a merry monarch and reconstructs the human tragedy of Restoration politics where people were brutalised, hounded
and exploited by a regime that was desperately insecure after two decade of civil war and republican rule.
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